
D I G I TA L

DRAWING

digital drawings are not not a drawing

use each image to tell something with it



PLANS

NO!



PLANS

Never (like seriously ever) present an unformated basic export from Revit or Autocad. 

All exported documents should have proper line weights and shading.

Furthermore never underestimate power of detail to add depth and legibility

Do however watch out that the hierachy in lineweights prevent details from actu-
ally becoming counter-productive and cluttering up whole drawing.

Good plans and sections should read from different distances
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Different types of walls (partition, exterior, load baring and etc) should have differ-
ent shading or colours as well as lineweights. Load baring structural walls should 
be fully black.

Establish clear hierarchy. Load baring walls should be thickest, exterior walls 
somewhat thick, partition walls thin, and furniture as well as material patterns in 
lightest weight possible.

Different floor patterns/finishes can be added to help reading separate spaces, 
but the scale of pattern as well as lineweight must be well selected or else it will 
quickly ruin drawing.
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Adding tones of grey to drawing can help give much more depth to plan and help 
legibility.

Landscape around buildings should not just be left blank. Add subtle texture.

Adding the projected shade of the buildings helps to understanding the spatial 
dynamic of the height of the buildings in a masterplan.

Adding people, bikes, cars, boats and etc can also create entirely new understand-
ing of project in plan.
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Never (like seriously ever) present an unformated basic export from Revit or Autocad. 

All exported documents should have proper line weights and shading.

Very similar to plans.

However, the addition of people in section is paramount in understanding scale
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51N4E

Data

Location  Winterslag, Genk, BE
Invited competition 2005
Projected completion 2010
Client City of Genk 
51N4E full process
Programme theater & concert hall, Tourist Centre, Design Museum 
Built surface 15.000 m² 
Construction cost 30.000.000 €
Image credits 51N4E

C-Mine
cultural infrastructure    
                
 C-mine is a distinct and precise answer on how to deal with 
large-scale industrial heritage. Since 2005 the City of Genk, 
being  an important partner in the Carbon Belt stretching as 
far as the Rühr Area, has been actively redeveloping its past. 
The central turbine hall will become the new pivotal point 
of this brownfield operation, becoming the future cultural 
infrastructure node for the wider area. 
The operations performed on the existing buildings 
are voluntarily restricted and extremely direct. The new 
infrastructure added on to the existing brick layered power 
plant, is fully based on the existing division – a 5 metre high 
base upon which stand top lit machine rooms. By extending 
the base with two new concrete additions, a deep and 
fascinating ground level comes into being, a labyrinth-
like foyer including exhibitions spaces, offices, a café, a 
restaurant, meeting rooms and accesses to the two new 
theatres.  The theatres are conceived as day lit machine 
rooms, inside which the old brick infrastructure becomes the 
backdrop for a new stage.
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Often 3D models and AutoCad are treated to simply produce renders/vignettes 
and plans/sections. Great chance to use already produced information to make 
axonometric drwaings.

Axonometric drawings are great communication tools for interior and exterior 
spatial relations.

Lineweights are also important in communicating good axonometric drawing. 
Outside edges should be darkest and details in lightest.

Colours, textures, images and silhouettes can all be added to make drawing even better.
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A series of really good add-on/pluggin rendering engines exist for most softwares. 
They tend to produce much better results then integrated rendering engines and 
perform must faster. Vray is great example for Sketchup

Be careful with the use of materials in a render. Unless you are very very good at 
setting up render, shy away from them. Much like a physical model, you are at-
tempting to show volumes, vues and spaces. Not materiality.

Pay attention when chosing your views. Do not make renders with super skewed 
perspectives. Try positioning your camera at human eye level when possible.

Add trees, people and etc after! 
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A series of perspective techniques are possible that require considerably less en-
ergy to traditional renders and with equal results.

Much like a hand drawing or collage Photoshop and Illustrator can be used to cre-
ate very convincing images that speak much more abstractly about project hence 
highlighting certain points.
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